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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the structure and contents of a neutron

physics constants bank consisting of Libraries, service programs and

data preparation codes for reactor calculations. Use of the bank makes

the constants fully accessible to users.

In the field of reactor calculation wide use is made of various

libraries of neutron physics constants, which describe the interaction between

neutrons and nuclei. The principal libraries have been linked up to form a

bank (see table). All the libraries are magnetically recorded in the same

way, use identical software, and permit the use of a single system for

preparing the constants for reactor calculation codes. Hence these libraries,

when all put together, can be called a bank.

All of the libraries in the bank, along with their software, are

recorded on a collectively-used disk, available to all computer users in the

form of a print-out and also in non-readable form as a recording. The bank

also contains a number of programs for preparing reactor constants.

The authors of the bank's software took as their starting point the

fact that reactor program users must have free access to the source data

contained in constants libraries. In other words, it must be made possible

for information to be drawn without difficulty from the libraries, for it to

be printed out and, if necessary, corrected.

All the libraries are magnetically recorded on disks in the form of

texts. The recording unit is an 80-symbol card. The libraries have various

information recording formats, but the information is always arranged

hierarchically (for example, in the case of multigroup constants, by nuclide,



group and section). Each card bears a number showing the hierarchy and the

exact location of the card in the library.

For the purposes of library work information recorded in textual form

permits the use of a text processing system which has long been used on all

types of computer. In the case of the BEhSM-6 computer this takes the form of

an editor program which is part of the standard software. The editor

program's capabilities are increased by incorporating extra commands. It is,

in particular, possible to extract information located in various parts of the

library but linked by a common characteristic (for example, in the case of a

multigroup library, the mean group cross-sections of the elements of all or of

particular groups).

The TEKDA [1] software for library work makes it possible: to create a

temporary library containing only the information required for a particular

calculation; to alter and add to the information held in the temporary

library; to extract and print out reference information on the composition of

the permanent and temporary libraries; to read the library material in the

form of programs in FORTRAN.

In this way it is possible, in the course of calculation, to change the

source data at will, while at the same time ensuring that the main library

remains intact. The editing system is particularly suitable for matching the

constants.

A further advantage of libraries recorded in textual form is their ease

of adaptation to different types of computer. However, the textual recording

of numerical information has a disadvantage in that extra time must be spent

on re-encoding. Therefore, for mass operational computation it is advisable

to set up a working library and to record it on a magnetic disk in non-format

form. The format of a working library must be geared to a specific program.

Libraries recorded in textual form we shall henceforth refer to as base

libraries, as opposed to non-format working libraries.



The BNAB constants system

This is the basic system for fast reactor calculations. The latest

version, BNAB-78 [2], is recorded in the bank. It contains the resonance

parameters of the main fissile and source isotopes, calculated using a

generalized subgroup approach [3]. This permits the resulting constants

system also to be used for calculations relating to heterogeneous thermal

reactors. The BNAB constants are recorded in the bank in a format specially

devised for this purpose, called TEMBR [4]. It is closely related to the

well-known ENDF/B [5] format, but it also takes account of the specific nature

of multigroup constants.

The MARS [6] program has been written for the preparation of

macroscopic reactor constants. It uses the same algorithms as are used in the

ARAKAK0-2F [7] program, which is recommended by the authors of the BNAB

library. The MARS program is arranged in the form of a module, and the

results of work conducted with it are recorded on an external carrier. The

recording is built up from separate records, each of which contains precisely

determined items of information of the same kind. The records are given names

for location and counting purposes. There are search and readout programs

which outwardly imitate direct access. The working library of the MARS

program is also recorded in the TEMBR format. It differs from the base

library in its data hierarchy, which is arranged: group - section -

material. The information required may thus be read in the course of a single

viewing of the library. The editor program BINED has been written to service

the working library, and makes it possible to select any information required

from the library and to put together a temporary working library, which may,

if necessary, be modified.

There is a large family of reactor programs for use mainly in fast

reactor calculation. The fast reactor constants are prepared by means of the

ARAMAK0-2F [7] or MIM [8] programs. In order to include them in the bank, the



Neutron Physics Constants Bank

Name of library;
country or organization;
year established

Contents Constant preparation
programs

ENDF/B:
IV - full
V - partial
USA, 1974, 1979

ENDF - LLL
USA, 1976

UKNDL,
United Kingdom,
1971

Evaluated data on all
neutron-nuclei interaction
characteristics
(0.005 eV < E < 20 MeV)

MINX, GRUKON, NEDAM

BNAB, FEhI[*], 1978 26-group constant system for MARS, ARAMAK0-2F, MIM
reactor and shielding
calculation

KORT, IAEh[**], 1980 Constants for thermal
reactor calculation

TERMAC

LIPAR, lAEh, 1983 Evaluated resolved resonance CROSS
parameters

[*] FEhl: Institute of Physics and Power Engineering.

[**] lAEh: Institute of Atomic Energy.

LONTt*] program, written for ARAMAKO, and the TIT0BI[*] program, written for

MIM, prepare working libraries for these programs. It should be noted that

the working libraries, formulated by the authors of the ARAMAKO program and

obtained from the bank's library through the LONT program, naturally

coincide. The chief advantage of the bank is that it makes constants fully

accessible to the user. The same is true for the MIM program.

[*] The LONT program was written by E.A. Makarova, and the TITOBI program
by B.A. Stukalov.



Constants for thermal reactors

Reactor calculation requirements in the field of neutron thermalization

are supplied by the KORT [9] library. In it are recorded the general

characteristics of the nuclei (mass, lifetime, etc.), thermal cross-sections,

the energy dependence of cross-sections below 5 eV (where this energy

dependence is not subject to the 1/v law), and the number of secondary fission

neutrons. The same library contains the oscillation frequency spectrum for

atoms of the main reactor moderators. This permits calculation of the

differential elastic and non-elastic scattering cross-sections, taking into

account the chemical bond and thermal motion of the atoms. For this purpose

the bank contains the NEWRAS [10] and ELCOHR [11] programs.

The bank's libraries may be linked to reactor programs through the

TERMAC [12] constant preparation program, which prepares and records onto an

external carrier either the microscopic partial cross-sections and scattering

matrices in a given energy scale (working library), or the macroscopic cross-

sections according to a given medium composition.

The resolved resonance energy field

Precision calculations of resonance absorption are provided by the

CROSS program package, which has come about through development of the

CROS [13] program described earlier. It consists of the LIPAR library of

resonance parameters, the CROSN cross-section calculation program and service

subprograms.

The LIPAR-3 version of the resonance parameters library contains data

on 66 isotopes. It replaces the less complete and partially obsolete

LIPAR-1 [13] version.

The CROSN program on resonance parameters is used to calculate cross-

sections at one energy point for a given list of isotopes, along with their

concentrations and temperatures. The same algorithm is used as when

evaluating the parameters of a specific nucleus. The thermal motion of the



nuclei is taken into account, as is resonance and potential scattering

interference and, if necessary, resonance interference. The calculation data

are obtained from the LIPAR working library. The program for setting up the

CROSN program is also included in the package, and the user may add to or

change the data. The service programs permit cross-section calculation,

depending for this on the ENDF/B evaluated neutron data library.
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